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We have investigated molecular orientation in the hexatic antiferroelectric SIA* phase by X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. In the phase transition from SCA* to SIA*, the layer thickness increases and becomes larger than

that in SA. The third-order diffraction peak intensity becomes stronger than the second-order one at this transition and increases
with decreasing temperature in SIA*. According to the magic angle spinning NMR measurements, on the other hand, the isotropic
chemical shift scarcely moves at this transition. These results suggest that the layer structure is reconstructed by the molecular

reorientation but not by a molecular conformation change. We have also discussed the stability of antiferroelectricity and the
origin of its appearance in hexatic ordering.

Smectic liquid crystals have a variety of phase sequences. In ray measurements, we found that the layer thickness increases
at the phase transition from SCA* to SIA* and that the third-particular, the discovery of the antiferroelectric liquid crystal

(AFLC) phase makes the system more complex, attracting order peak intensity becomes larger than the second-order
one. We also found that the isotropic chemical shift assignedmuch research interest. One of the most interesting phenomena

is the appearance of many subphases such as a ferrielectric to the chiral alkyl chain scarcely moves with temperature on
the NMR timescale. These results do not suggest a molecularSC

c
*1 and a reentrant antiferroelectric AF phase2 between the

ferroelectric SC* and antiferroelectric SCA* phases. This is conformational change, but molecular reorientation within a
layer at this transition. We also discuss the origin of thecalled the ‘devil’s staircase’,3 which appears to be due to the

competition between ferroelectricity and antiferroelectricity. antiferroelectricity in hexatic smectics based on these exper-
imental results.Yamashita4 adopted the axial next-nearest neighbor Ising spin

(ANNNI) model as an explanation for this successive phase
transition. Experimental

Also of interest is the occurrence of the hexatically ordered
The compounds used were (R)-TFMHPNCBC and [2H19]-antiferroelectric phase.5 Fig. 1 shows the X-ray Laue pattern
(R)-TFMHPNCBC,8 whose chemical structure and the phasein a 100 mm thick freely suspended film, the optical transmit-
sequence (temperatures in °C) are as follows.tance spectrum of oblique incidence, and the electrooptic

response showing the double hysteresis loop in the smectic
phase just below SCA* in 4-(1-trifluoromethylheptyloxycar-
bonyl)phenyl 4∞-nonylcarbonyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate
(TFMHPNCBC). These results indicate that this phase has
both SI-like hexatic ordering and antiferroelectricity. Therefore, COOn-C9H19COO COO CH(CF3)C6H13

(R )-TFMHPNCBC

*

we call this phase SIA*. Although the normal ferroelectric
hexatic SI* phase has been studied,6 the origin of its appearance Iso 121–120.3 SA 107.0–106.8 SCA* 56–55 SIA* ~28 Cryst.
has not been clarified; less is known about the hexatic antiferro-
electric phase. Neundorf et al.7 studied the binary systems of
two AFLCs, and proposed a different intermolecular inter-
action from that stabilizing SCA* as a possible origin of the
stabilization of SIA*. However, the suggestion has not yet been

COOn-C9D19COO COO CH(CF3)C6H13

[2H19]-(R )-TFMHPNCBC

*

verified. Hence, it is important to consider the origin of
Iso 120 SA 106 SCA* 55 SIA* ~28 Cryst.antiferroelectricity in the hexatic smectics from the viewpoint

not only of the relation between the intermolecular interactions
The deuteration scarcely changed its phase sequence at eachproducing hexatic ordering and antiferroelectric properties but

transition temperature.also in the discussion of the origin of the antiferroelectric
In the X-ray measurements, we used a Rigaku RU-200 (Cu-SCA* phase.

Ka, 12 kW) instrument with a temperature controller with anIn this paper, we investigated molecular orientation in the
accuracy of ±0.1 °C. A sample was stretched thin with aSIA* phase in detail by X-ray diffraction and NMR spec-
spatula just above the Iso-SA phase transition, so that it wastroscopy. We measured the temperature dependence of the
uniformly and homeotropically aligned. The film thickness waslayer thickness, the higher-order diffraction intensity by X-ray
ca. 25 mm. The temperature dependences of the layer thicknessdiffraction and the isotropic chemical shift by NMR. In the X-
and the corresponding higher-order peaks were measured by
the conventional 2h–h method.9 The apparent optical tilt angle,
hopt , was determined by measuring the extinction direction in* E-mail: ytakanis@o.cc.titech.ac.jp
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Fig. 2 (a) Temperature dependence of the layer thickness of (R)-
TFMHPNCBC and (b) temperature dependence of (#) the apparent
optical tilt angle, hopt , and (&) the tilt angle determined by X-ray, hX-ray

Fig. 1 Evidence for the hexatic antiferroelectricity in SIA* of
TFMHPNCBC, (a) an X-ray Laue pattern in a 100 mm thick freely
suspended film (b) an optical transmittance spectrum of oblique
incidence in a 50 mm thick homeotropic cell, and (c) an optical
transmittance change by applying a triangular wave electric field in a
2 mm thick homogeneous cell

a 2 mm thick homogeneously aligned cell between crossed
polarizers when we applied a sufficiently high electric field to
make the field induced phase transition to the ferroelectric
state.

NMR spectroscopic measurements were performed with a
Chemagnetics high resolution solid NMR spectrometer CMX-
300WB (300 MHz for 1H). Isotropic chemical shifts at each
carbon were measured by magic angle spinning (MAS) with
and without cross-polarization (CP). The 90° pulse width was
2.4 ms, and the contact time was 5 ms in the CP method. The
sample rotation frequency was 4 kHz. The samples were packed
into a zirconia tube of diameter 7 mm. We started the NMR
measurements after 10 min to obtain thermal equilibration at
each temperature. Although each temperature was stabilized
by using VT (variable temperature) air to within ±1 °C
accuracy, the absolute value of the sample temperature was Fig. 3 Temperature dependences of (a) the first- and (b) higher-order
different from the set value. The temperature was calibrated peak intensities of the X-ray diffraction peak due to the layer spacing

(#) 2nd-order ($) 3rd-order (%) 4th-order and (6 ) 5th-orderby finding the temperature at which a free induction decay
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(FID) signal drastically changes; note that a FID signal shows
a long decay in the isotropic liquid state.

Results and Discussion

X-Ray studies

Fig. 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of the layer thick-
ness of (R)-TFMHPNCBC. At the phase transition from SA
to SCA*, the layer thickness decreases because of molecular
tilting from the layer normal. With a decrease in temperature

Fig. 6 Temperature dependence of the in-plane molecular distance
determined by a wide angle X-ray diffraction peak

Fig. 4 Temperature dependences of the normalized amplitudes of the
higher-order diffraction, |a

n
/a1 |: (#) a2/a1 ($) a3/a1 (%) a4/a1 , and

(6) a5/a1

Fig. 7 (a) Typical CP-MAS spectrum in SA of TFMHPNCBC, and
(b) the temperature dependence of the isotropic chemical shift. The
assigned number in Fig. 7(b) corresponds to the number in the chemical
structure shown above

in SCA*, the layer shrinkage saturates at about 90 °C, and the
layer thickness begins to increase at the far lower temperature
region in SCA*. The layer thickness steeply increases at the
transition from SCA* to SIA*, and to our surprise, it becomes
longer than that in the SA phase. On the other hand, the
apparent optical tilt angle, hopt , continuously increases in the
temperature region of the SCA* phase, and it only decreases
slightly at the SCA*–SIA* phase transition, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
In Fig. 2(b), the tilt angle, hx-ray , given by eqn. (1),10

hx-ray (T )=cos−1[d(T )/dA] (1)

is also shown as a function of temperature. Here, d(T ) is theFig. 5 Density projection profiles along the layer normal, z, in the SA,
SCA* and SIA* phases determined by the results of Fig. 4 layer thickness in the SCA* and SIA*, and dA is that in the SA
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not show any decrease, and becomes larger than the second-
order one. These results qualitatively indicate that the smectic
layer order is very high compared with that of other fluid
smectic phases of low molecular weight compounds.

We consider the projection of the electron density along the
layer normal, r(z). The smectic layer is symmetric with respect
to the layer normal because of the head-and-tail equivalence
of the molecule, r(z)=r(−z). Since r(z) is a periodic function
of the layer thickness, d, it may be expanded as a Fourier
series as given by eqn. (2).

r(z)=r0 (z )+S a
n

cos (2pnzd )11 (2)

The absolute values of the coefficients |a
n
| can be obtained by

the higher-order peak intensities corresponding to the layer
thickness after making a correction for Lorentz factors. The
normalized amplitudes of the higher-order diffractions, |a

n
/a1 |Fig. 8 13C NMR spectra of the alkyl chain region of [2H19]- (n=2–5), are shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.

TFMHPNCBC in the MAS measurement (a) without and (b) with CP Based on this figure, we depicted the density projection profile
along the layer normal at each phase in Fig. 5. For the
calculation we chose the signs of a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 as +, +,phase at 110 °C, determined by the X-ray measurements. The

temperature dependence of hx-ray is clearly different from that −, +, − on the basis of the bent molecular structure and the
molecular reorientation at the SCA*–SIA* phase transition,of hopt . By taking into account the fact that hopt and hx-ray are

governed by the tilting of the core part of the molecules and which is discussed below. In the SA phase and the higher
temperature region of SCA*, the density profiles are similar tothat of the average long molecular axis, respectively, the

different h could be attributed to molecular conformational the sinusoidal wave-form, although |a2/a1 | and |a3/a1 | are much
larger than that in the normal smectic liquid crystals such aschange and/or the change of the molecular interdigitation in

a smectic layer. 8CB.12 In contrast, the profile is separate from the sinusoidal
wave in the lower temperature region of SCA*, and a substruc-In order to study the layer structure in detail, we measured

the higher-order Bragg peaks corresponding to the layer ture arises at the layer boundaries in SIA*.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of the in-planethickness.9 Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the

higher-order peak intensities. The first- and second-order peaks molecular distance obtained by wide angle X-ray diffraction.
In the temperature region of SCA*, the distance graduallydecrease at the SA–SCA* and SCA*–SIA* phase transitions,

indicating the occurrence of molecular reorientation. In the decreases with a decrease in temperature. It indicates that the
fluctuation of the molecule is gradually hindered and molecularSIA* phase, even a fifth-order peak was detected. In the vicinity

of the SCA*–SIA* phase transition, the third-order peak does order in the layer increases. At the transition from SCA* to

Fig. 9 Temperature dependences of the chemical shift corresponding to the alkyl carbons
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Fig. 10 Schematic illustration of the model structure at the phase transition from SCA* to SIA*. The result in the MOPAC calculation was
adopted as the molecular shape. Bend type molecular length: L 0=33.829 Å; layer thickness in SA (112 °C): dA=35.429 Å; layer thickness in SIA*
(40 °C): dIA=37.015 Å; apparent tilt angle in SIA* (40 °C): hopt=28.15°. Supposing that L=d/costhopt , L A(112 °C)=dA=35.429 Å, L IA (40 °C)=
41.9806 Å (L =the average length along the molecular long axis). Then SA: L A−L 0=1.6 Å and SIA*: L IA−L 0=8.1516 Å. The difference of
interdigitation is estimated to be about 6.55 Å.

SIA*, the molecular distance starts increasing. If the molecular C19 and C24 appear to coalesce. Yoshizawa et al.13 reported
that line broadening occurs when v1t≈1, where v1 corre-conformation change to an elongated form at the transition
sponds to the proton decoupling power and t is the correlationcauses the thickness of the layer to increase, the molecular
time of the molecular motion. If this is the case, the presentdistance within each layer should also exhibit a significant
result indicates the reorientation of molecules in a layer. Thechange. Therefore, the increasing layer thickness at this trans-
temperature at which this line broadening occurs is almost theition is thought to be caused by a change in molecular
same as the temperature at which hx-ray saturates (aroundinterdigitation but not by a large change in conformation.
90 °C). In addition, the chemical shifts of the phenyl carbons
connected to the carbons of the ester groups, C18 and C23,NMR studies
and ester carbons, C19 and C24, hardly move in the tempera-

In order to investigate the molecular conformation in detail, ture range, suggesting that the angle between the dipole of the
NMR measurements were performed. Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) show ester and the phenyl plane connected to them remains
a typical CP-MAS spectrum in SA of (R)-TFMHPNCBC and unchanged. In contrast, the chemical shift assigned to some
the temperature dependence of the isotropic chemical shift, alkyl carbons moves to lower field in the vicinity of the
respectively. The assigned number of each carbon is indicated transition from SCA* to SIA*.
on the figure. With decreasing temperature in the SCA* phase, In order to distinguish between the peaks corresponding to
the peak intensities corresponding to the chemical shifts the alkyl carbons of the achiral and chiral sides, [2H19]-(R)-
assigned to the phenyl carbons (C11, C14, C15 and C20) TFMHPNCBC was used. Fig. 8 shows a part of the MAS
decrease and move up field. The decrease in intensity indicates spectrum of [2H19]-(R)-TFMHPNCBC with and without CP.
the slow movement of the molecules, and the low-field shift Some peaks exhibit up field shifts in the MAS measurement
suggests a change in the dihedral angle at the corresponding (no CP) while these peaks disappear with CP. The upfield shift
position. The peaks assigned to the ester carbons (C10, C19, is caused by the dipolar coupling with deuteriums, and thus

we could distinguish between chiral and achiral alkyl chains.C24) become broad and in particular the peaks assigned to
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The temperature dependence of the chemical shifts correspond- difficult to propose that the excluded volume effect is the origin
of the appearance of the hexatic phase in which molecules tilting to some of the alkyl carbons is shown in Fig. 9. The peaks
in the same direction in neighboring layers such as SI(*).assigned to the achiral carbons, with the exception of C9, shift
Therefore, dispersion forces may be the cause. At the phaseslightly to lower field with decreasing temperature, while the
transition from SCA* to the hexatic phase at lower temperature,chiral carbon peaks do not move. Ishikawa and Ando14
the competition between dipole–dipole interactions stabilizingreported that the 13C chemical shift moves to lower field if a
antiferroelectric ordering and the interaction stabilizing hexaticcarbon atom three-bonds distant is trans rather than gauche.
ordering such as dispersion forces is important. If the formerTherefore, this low-field shift may indicate a conformational
interaction is stronger than the latter then the antiferroelectricchange of the achiral alkyl chain. Benattar et al.15 explained
SIA* phase appears. In contrast, if the latter overcomes thethat the increase in layer thickness at the transition from SC*
former, the phase transition to SI* occurs.to the hexatic SI* phase is caused by an increase in the

orientational order of an alkyl chain. In the present case, the
layer thickness in SIA* in which the long molecular axis tilts Conclusions
with respect to the layer normal by 30° is larger than that in

The conformation and reorientation of TFMHPNCBC mol-the SA phase. Hence the layer thickness change is too large to
ecules were studied in the SCA* and the SIA* phases by X-raybe explained by only an increase in the alkyl chain orientational
diffraction and NMR spectroscopy. The layer thickness gradu-ordering. Therefore, the main cause of the layer thickness
ally increases in the lower temperature region of SCA*, andchange, we suggest, is the change in molecular interdigitation
becomes larger in SIA* than in SA. Higher-order X-ray diffrac-due to intralayer molecular reorientation, though the confor-
tion results and NMR spectroscopy strongly indicate that thismational change of the achiral chain may influence the pretran-
layer thickness increase is caused by translational molecularsitional phenomenon of the appearance of hexatic ordering.
reorientation within a layer and not by a conformationalThese results are also consistent with the polarized FT-IR
change. From these results, we claim that this translationalresults of Yin et al.;8 even in the SIA* phase, the chiral chain
reorientation is due to the strong dipole interaction betweenis bent and the angle between the long molecular axis and the
molecules in adjacent layers, suggesting that the origin of theaverage chiral chain axis is much larger, as observed in
antiferroelectric ordering in hexatic smectics is the same asMHPOBC and reported by Nakai et al.,16 Jin et al.17 and
that in SCA*.Ouchi et al.18

Let us consider the origin of the antiferroelectricity in the
We are very grateful to Showa Shell Sekiyu K. K. for supplyinghexatically ordered smectic phase. Neundorf et al.7 assumed
(R)-TFMHPNCBC. This work was supported by a Grant-in-that the layer increase is due to a conformational change and
Aid for Scientific Research (Specially Promoted Researchproposed that it is probable that the Coulomb interaction
No. 06102005) from Monbusho.through polarization changes due to positional fluctuations

inherent in the hexatic order causes the SIA* antiferroelectricity.
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